Abstract: B-cell activation yields abundant cell death in parallel to clonal amplification and remodeling of immunoglobulin (Ig) genes by activation-induced deaminase (AID). AID promotes affinity maturation of Ig variable regions and class switch recombination (CSR) in mature B lymphocytes. In the IgH locus, these processes are under control by the 3' regulatory region (3'RR) super-enhancer, a region demonstrated in the mouse to be both transcribed and itself targeted by AID-mediated recombination. Alternatively to CSR, IgH deletions joining Sµ to "like-switch" DNA repeats that flank the 3' super-enhancer can thus accomplish so-called "locus suicide recombination" (LSR) in mouse B-cells. We now show that AID-mediated LSR also actively occurs in humans, and provides an activationinduced cell death pathway in multiple conditions of B-cell activation. LSR deletions either focus on the functional IgH allele or are bi-allelic, since they can only be detected when they are ongoing and their signature vanishes from fully differentiated plasma cells or from "resting" blood memory B-cells, but readily reappears when such memory Bcells are re-stimulated in vitro. Highly diversified breakpoints are distributed either within the upstream (3'RR1) or downstream (3'RR2) copies of the IgH 3' super-enhancer and all conditions activating CSR in vitro also seem to trigger LSR.
Figure 1: 3'RR structure and transcription in activated B-cells. A. Structure of genomic fragments including either human S1, C1 gene and 3'RR1 (left), or S2, C2 and 3'RR2 (right) was analyzed for presence of G4 DNA on the template (TS) or non-template (NTS) strand (Top). Dot plot analysis of internal repeats (Bottom) was ran with the YASS algorithm: colored dots indicate short stretches of homology in direct (green) or inverted (red) orientation (green squares thus mark positions of highly repetitive S or LS regions / red lines indicate positions of inverted repeats, notably the palindrome centered on the hs1,2 enhancer). B. Transcription of human 3'RR2 in sense and antisense orientation, as evaluated by RNA-seq experiments with RNA from in vitro activated B-cells.
These breaks were joined to various positions within Sµ, with preferential use of breakpoints at the 5' side of Sµ, especially for junctions with the downstream part of the 3'RRs. When considering the sum of all junctions mapped in this study (Fig. 2) , the most striking observation was their highly diversity and scattered distribution throughout the 3'RRs (both within LS regions and in their proximity). Sμ-3'RR2 LSR reads (A) and junctions (B) were analyzed in peripheral blood B cells isolated from healthy donors (HD) (n=6) but also in blood from post-infection (PI) patients recently hospitalized and treated for bacterial infections (n=17) and from AID-/-B-cells (n=3). LSR was also studied using DNA from inflamed lymphoid tissues (adenoids (n=3) and tonsils (n=11)), 1 AID-/-tonsil, from sorted plasmablasts (PB) isolated from tonsils (n=5) and finally in DNA from terminally differentiated plasma cells (PC) (n=2) sorted from bone marrow. Frequencies of LSR junctions amplified with an Sµ forward primer and a downstream Hs4 reverse primer were evaluated in parallel to those of classical Sμ-Sγ CSR reads (C) and junctions (D) amplified from the same DNA samples, in order to provide an LSR/CSR comparison, data represent mean numbers (reads or junctions) ± SEM. We also sorted three different activated B-cell stages, using a 6-day long in vitro activation protocol with combined anti-CD40, TLR9 ligand CpG, anti-BCR antibodies and cytokines, previously described as optimal for mimicking the in vivo humoral immune response [21] and Sμ-3RR2 (C and D) LSR junctions were amplified using reverse primers located in hs3, hs1-2 and downstream hs4. Equal amounts of the three PCR products were mixed in a single library. E and F represent IgG CSR reads and junctions using the same stimulation conditions. Data represent means (for unique reads and junctions) ± SEM for 6 people.
We also studied LSR in cells first sorted and then stimulated in vitro, comparing memory, naive and transitional B- 
Structure of LSR junctions
CSR junctions from Sµ to S and LSR junctions from Sµ to 3'RR were amplified by PCR with specific primers, sequenced by NGS (Ion Proton) and analyzed regarding their positions in S regions and/ or 3'RR, and their nature using CSReport, a dedicated tool that performs junction assembly and analysis based on BLAST alignments (Fig. 6 ).
A first difference between LSR and CSR concerned the global position with regard to repetitive regions. All Sµ breaks were located in the repetitive part of Sµ (in agreement with the fact that in the mouse, deletion of Sµ repeats virtually abrogates CSR) [24] . By contrast in the 3'RRs, breaks were found not only within but also outside of LS regions. A second difference concerned the detailed position of 3'RR breaks (as identified in sequenced unique junctions) and their increased distance relative to the various genomic features relevant to DNA cleavage (main AID target sites WRCY and RGYW, G4 sites suggested by the G4 Hunter algorithm) (Fig. 6, A and B) . Interestingly in LSR junctions, the increased mean distance concerned only 3'RR breaks, while Sµ breaks were similar to CSR junctions. These increased mean distances between breakpoints in unique junctions and relevant genomic features (in color) were compared to the same distance calculated from simulated random break positions in the sequenced regions. Even if the mean [break to AID site] distance was longer in the 3'RR than in Sµ, it remained significantly shorter than that calculated under the random break hypothesis. The same evaluation was done for APOBEC3 family target sequences, which by contrast did not show any difference between the observed distance and that calculated under the hypothesis of random breaks (Fig. 6C) .
Beyond DNA breaks, another difference between CSR and LSR was related to the junctional sequence itself. Our 
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DISCUSSION
Analyzing the architecture of human IgH 3'RR elements shows their high architectural similarity with the mouse 3'RR, notably for the presence of a central palindrome centered on the hs1,2 enhancer and for the presence of several stretches of repetitive LS regions. The latter LS regions are each 0.5 to 2 kb long, which is close to the length of S2 and appears longer than LS regions in the mouse 3'RR, with the longest LS flanking the hs4 core enhancer.
Although in lower amounts than for S-regions, human 3'RR1 and 3'RR2 also include G-rich DNA, but not restricted to a single DNA strand. A specific feature of mammalian S regions is indeed G-richness of the non-template strand,
where it promotes the initiation or extension of R-loops, and also often determines tandem G-repeats with potential to form G4 DNA [18, 19, 25] . In S regions, G4-DNA promotes the occurrence of DNA nicks and further excision by exonuclease 1, while pharmacological agents binding G4-DNA can inhibit CSR [18, 26, 27] . In vitro, G4-DNA was also shown to provide a type of structured DNA which favors the activity of Activation-Induced Deaminase (AID) [19] . Finally, G-quadruplexes forming in S region transcripts were shown to recruit the helicase Ddx1 and contribute to the formation of R-loops before CSR [28] .
The G4-hunter algorithm also identified G4-DNA forming sequences within the human 3'RRs, together with long Grich stretches standing in either one or the other DNA strand. In this regard, it should be noticed first that human 3'RR transcription occurs in both the sense and antisense orientation (with reference to IgH constant genes) and secondly that 3'RR eRNA are non-coding transcripts, for which definition of a "template strand" (as for IgH constant genes) is ambiguous. In such settings, G4 structures from any DNA strand might recruit AID activity within the 3'RR LS regions, similarly to G4-DNA from the non-template strand within S-regions. Human LSR junctions were related to either 3'RR1 or 3'RR2 and disseminated throughout these regions.
The main conclusion to be drawn concerning this distribution is the high diversity of the breakpoints. The apparent higher frequency of breaks at the beginning of Sµ likely relates to the preferential amplification of short fragments in a nested PCR assay. Breaks within the large 3'RR, also appeared to cluster in three sub-regions each spanning 3 to 5
kilobases, but these sub-regions in fact preceded the three unique non-repetitive locations where it had been possible to design highly specific reverse primers for the LSR-seq assay. While the use of additional regularly spaced reverse primers is prevented by the highly repetitive 3'RR sequence, it is thus likely that the frequency of breaks occurring at large distances from our primers is under-estimated.
Interestingly, sequence analysis of LSR-seq data from both in vivo and in vitro activated B-cells revealed the presence of both direct junctions from Sµ to one or the other 3'RR, or of complex junctions including S or S regions in addition to Sµ.
Evaluation of LSR and comparison to CSR is inherently hindered by the need to identify junctions at the DNA level using nested PCR and sequencing (which can only be semi-quantitative), and by the fact that suiciding cells rapidly vanish while switched cells are healthy and CSR remains detectable in the long term. In spite of that, we routinely identified LSR reads in DNA samples from activated B-cells, with frequencies up to 3% of the detection rate for CSR reads, meaning the LSR is a frequent event.
LSR junctions were found both in cells activated in vitro and in cells activated in vivo after CD40 ligation. It was not possible to identify conditions stimulating CSR in the absence of LSR. Even if variations appeared, with a tendency to increase the LSR/CSR ratio when TLR ligands were associated with CD40 ligation, or to decrease this ratio when BCR cross-linking was associated, these variations remained below statistical significance.
Another interesting point is the mechanisms of DNA breaks occurring in the 3'RR. While the process of LSR is globally AID-dependent, we cannot exclude that breaks in Sµ might be initiated by AID while breaks in the 3'RR might be generated by another mechanism, yet to be identified. While the 3'RR includes repeats and is transcribed, similarly to a S region, our analysis showed that the distance between AID consensus motifs and 3'RR DSBs was much higher than for S regions. The same is true for the distance between breaks and G quadruplexes. This increase might in part relate to the structure of the target sequences: S is indeed extremely rich in AID hotspot motifs and G4
DNA; the mean distance of breaks to these target sites was accordingly very low (and did not differ significantly from the distance calculated under the hypothesis of random breaks). In contrast, both 3'RRs exhibit a lower density of AID hotspots and G4 DNA. 3'RR DSBs identified in unique junctions were located significantly closer to these sites than they would be if randomly distributed. This suggests active targeting of these sites by AID, even if the mean distance from AID sites is higher than for Sµ breaks (or for S breaks in CSR junctions). While the similarity of Sµ breaks in CSR and LSR junctions strongly suggests that identical mechanisms are at work, the differences seen for the 3'RR might suggest that, in addition to the structure of the targeted sequence, either AID or its partners are differentially involved in both regions. The occurrence of breaks both within and outside LS repeats together with the lower density of AID sites suggest that, compared to Sµ, DSBs less easily follow staggered SSBs in the 3'RR and require more complex processing of initial SSBs. DNA cleavage outside of a repetitive target sequence has been previously reported for CSR to the C gene, where the target  sequence harbors few AID hotspots [31] . Even in classical S regions, once initiated in a repetitive region, R-loops eventually extend at distance though nearby G-rich regions, and hereby increases the length of the region targeted by CSR [25] .
LSR was nearly absent in samples from AID-deficient individuals but we cannot exclude that this would only result from the absence of DSBs in Sµ. There is however no evidence indicating that enzymes other than AID might contribute to LSR breaks, and notably the evaluation of distance from breaks to APOBEC3 family targets sites more or less ruled out that these deaminases might significantly contribute to LSR. Altogether, the significant implication of AID hotspots despite their relative scarcity implies that, in the 3'RR, cytosine deamination is followed by DNA remodeling on longer distances than within Sµ before occurrence of DSBs, synapsis to an S region and repair. The hypothesis of a change in the structure of the broken ends fits quite well with the observed increased length of microhomologies in repaired junctions. LSR is indeed repaired less frequently than CSR with blunt junctions typical of non-homologous end-joining, but with an increased usage of microhomologies and longer insertions, as described in the situation with increased involvement of alternate end-joining and microhomology mediated repair.
AID-initiated locus suicide recombination of the IgH locus thus actively occurs in human B-cells, with downstream breakpoints throughout the 3'RR super-enhancer. (Fig. 7) . The phenomenon either predominates on the functional IgH allele or is bi-allelic, since LSR deletions are only detected transiently during B-cell activation but do not remain detectable in memory cells or plasma cells.
Because it is transient and followed by cell death, it remains difficult to evaluate LSR regulation and impact on B-cell homeostasis, relative to the other cell death pathways active in the GC. Few methods are available for studying deletions of hundreds kilobases with loosely determined breakpoints and the use of PCR followed with next generation sequencing remains semi-quantitative, given the PCR obstacles introduced by the repetitive nature of the 3'RR. In such settings, all conditions assayed for B-cell activation induce LSR at some degree and new methods will be necessary in order to determine where and when LSR occurs in vivo at the single-cell level. 
